
THE SCENE
Joe LoPiccolo Quartet
Gentle Jazz Without Borders

The Joe LoPiccolo Quartet follows a jazz compass with more than a
single direction of north! Guitarist LoPiccolo led his band of excellent
musicians at Zeidler Cafe's spacious outdoor patio, located within the
large Skirball Cultural Center, high atop the Sepulveda Pass in the West
Los Angeles hills. This was a part of a weekly eclectic concert series
starting at noon on Saturdays at Zeidler's. They were an innovative
quartet with differences.

LoPiccolo used a Godin nylon-string guitar, unusual in that it was also a
solid-body instrument, which does not deliver full acoustic benefits
expected and associated from his playing fingerstyle, with classical guitar
technique. Relying on slight amplification, he gave a different feel to the
music, a soft and smooth output that set the tone for the quartet. Andy
Suzuki superbly played both tenor and soprano saxophones, without a
microphone or amplification, to meet the sound standard. Light-handed
Aaron Serfaty proved that "gentle drummer" was not a contradiction of
terms. What a great example of how intelligent percussion can support
the other players! Larry Steen kept amplification level modest on his 5-
string solid-body bass to match LoPiccolo's, for an all-over gentleness of
band volume and approach. Yet there was an alert energy found within
their music, with a feel of tastefully understated strength and available
reserve power.

This was a sophisticated program entirely of original compositions by
LoPiccolo, the pieces individually seasoned with significant
influences from Eastern Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Brazil, and
classical music. The compositions were quite pretty and diverse,
although my usual personal preference with original programs is to also
include some traditional known jazz tunes as a guidepost to evaluate
performance. However, the tight playing of the quartet and individual
improvisational abilities certainly demonstrated their skills and abilities.

LoPiccolo is a graduate of The California Institute of the Arts, receiving
his BFA in Jazz Guitar and MFA in Guitar Performance. He is currently an
adjunct professor of music at Mt. San Antonio College and College of the
Canyons.

This was the quality of Performance where you are rewarded by taking
the time to focus on each musician's contributions, as they participated in
creating an elegant program of a different music. It was like a jazz yoga
in that it stretches and strengthens some "Iistening muscles!"


